Foreword

This guide replaces the “Green Guide” (IGDG 7050.6, cancelled). It describes best practices for conducting military reprisal and restriction intakes and investigations. Please refer to DoDD 7050.06, “Military Whistleblower Protection,” for policy and responsibilities for military whistleblower protection, to include notification requirements.

Questions and Comments: For questions or comments concerning this guide, please contact Steve Arntt at the Department of Defense Office of the Inspector General, 4800 Mark Center Drive, Alexandria, VA 22350-1500; telephone: (703) 699-5612; email: steve.arntt@dodig.mil.

Disclaimer

This document is intended to provide guidance regarding some of the internal operations of the Department of Defense (DoD) and is solely for the benefit of the Government. No duties, rights, or benefits–substantive or procedural–are created or implied by this guide. The contents of this guide are not enforceable by any person or entity against DoD.